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CROSSING
THE RUBICON
By Frank Dallahan

One of the truly audacious decisions in history was Julius
Caesar’s decision to ignore the Roman Senate’s directive not
to bring his army to Rome. Roman law, at that time, declared
any general leading troops across the Rubicon was branded
an outlaw and subject to death. As he crossed the Rubicon,
Caesar uttered the now famous words, “The die is cast.”
The Covid-19 virus has placed the country in a difficult situation
because of the steps taken to stop the spread of the virus. Our
leaders have discussed and are enacting enormous steps to
address the economic consequences of literally shutting down
the entire country. The jewelry industry is particularly vulnerable,
I believe, because of the initial reaction and thinking: “who
needs jewelry”?
It is important, however, to have a wider perspective and to
remember that jewelry is and will continue to be an important
part of our culture even during this crisis. We will likely see a
short-term reduction of sales over the next month or two but
if the 911 attack on New York City is a somewhat comparable
example, the business will start up again. The reasons for
this belief and prediction is because couples will continue
to become engaged and marry. Anniversaries will continue
to be celebrated as will birthdays. Babies will continue to be
born. Graduations will continue. Each of these events plays a
significant role in the lives of everyday people. In fact, you could
even mount a strong argument these special life moments
become even more relevant and more important with a health
crisis like Covid-19.
To add a bit of realism to this prediction I’ll relate a story from
the 911 timeframe. At that time, I received a phone call from
a jeweler in Boston who told me an appropriate story. He had
just sold a woman a significant diamond ring she had always
wanted. The jeweler related the customer’s thinking was she
had been waiting to buy a diamond ring. She was the classic
female executive who put off buying the ring for years. She
told the jeweler her thinking when the 911 catastrophe struck
as; “What are you waiting for?” She said to the jeweler that she
had always dreamed of having a significant diamond ring and
the 911 attack brought home to her the foolishness of further
postponing her dream.
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The jeweler was truly surprised at the story and that he had
gotten the sale. The story made an impression on him that
reminded him of jewelry’s timeless aspirational quality. There
were many similar stories at the time. We are a resilient and
positive people. When trouble strikes, we roll up our sleeves
and get to work. It seems every generation has to deal with
some kind of enormous trouble. World War I, the Spanish Flu,
the Great Depression, the attack on Pearl Harbor, World War II,
the Korean War, the Vietnam War, The wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq, the financial crisis of 2008 and 2009, and now we have the
2020 Covid-19 pandemic.
When the current actions to reduce personal contact come to an
end, we will see a return to normalcy. Weddings that have been
postponed will be rescheduled. Wedding rings will once again
be purchased as will wedding party gifts. New engagements
will be announced as couples return to the thinking that we
are here for a limited time and why should we postpone our
plans any longer. Significant life moments will take on new
importance. Anniversaries, Birthdays, graduations all will play a
role in restoring the jewelry business to its pre-Covid-19 level.
While we wait for the return of the business, we should be
thinking of lessons we should have learned. No one could have
possibly imagined the dramatic extent of this current crisis.
But, now that we are going through it, jewelers who paid scant
attention to social media as an important communication device
should rethink their approach to communication with their
clients and wider customer audience. Email addresses are of
vital importance. Be sure you have all of your customer’s email
addresses as a part of your customer records. Become familiar
with Facebook, Twitter and all of the social media formats.
Look at the current situation as Caesar did when he started across
the Rubicon and uttered those famous words “The die is cast.”

Frank Dallahan
co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler
Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

TIMING YOUR

ADVERTISING
By Jim Ackerman

Timing is critical in marketing. Timing is critical
in the deployment of your advertising. The
time is NOW to take a look at your timing…
The first timing consideration is when to hold
your events and promotions. It’s a good idea
to check the calendar to see what’s going on
– or isn’t – in your community. Sometimes it’s
a good idea to piggyback on local events.
Other times it can be a disaster.
Then, what about the competition? Should
you avoid promoting when they do, or
should you time your promotions to coincide
with theirs?
I’ve known jewelers who cleverly piggybacked
on competitors’ going out of business sales,
simply by putting up a “Big Jewelry Sale”
banner on the street. The going out of business
jewelers did massive media advertising and
our guerilla marketing jewelers cashed in…
by timing! A far more common question is,
for how long should I hold a promotion? In
general, the answer is, the shorter the better.
Some jewelers hold their annual anniversary
sale for a month every year. They may see
incremental increases during that month, but
seldom anything spectacular. Jewelers who
compress their anniversary sales into a week
– or better yet, a couple of days – often see
far more gratifing results.
You see, people don’t like to decide and
they do like to procrastinate. If you give
them the ability to postpone a decision for
up to a month, they will. And very well may
forget about your compelling offers related
to such a long event, missing the opportunity
altogether – despite their best intentions to
come in and buy!
Shorter is better because it forces the decision.
10
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THEN THERE IS THE ISSUE OF WHICH ADVERTISING
TO DEPLOY WHEN. HERE ARE SOME GUIDELINES:
• Facebook Events can be posted up to a month in advance. They’re free and
don’t get that much attention, so why not.
• Related Facebook posts can be weekly for the first couple of weeks, twice or
thrice the third week and as much as daily the week of and through the event.
The closer you get to the event, the more you can post, up to multiple daily
posts, especially during the actual event.
• Direct mail should drop no sooner than 14 calendar days ahead of the event
and the mailing should be timed to arrive in mailboxes Tuesday through
Thursday. Avoid having mail show up on Fridays and Saturdays, and Mondays,
if possible.
• Your series of email solicitations – and yes, I said SERIES, not AN email blast –
should commence either just before or just after the mail drop. You’ll need a
minimum of 3 emails and as many as 7. Space them so the intensity increases
the closer you get to the actual event or promotion.
• And then there’s telemarketing. That’s right, telemarketing. Use it if you’d like
to see response rates increase by up to 30%. Use it as a last-minute reminder.
Typically, you’ll start calling about 3-5 days ahead of the event. Again, the closer
in the better, but some of that will be dependent on the capacity and capability
of your telemarketing firm. Or, if you’re doing it yourself, on the capacity and
availability of your staff.
• Radio and television are best deployed within one week of most events.
Newspaper is about the same.

REMEMBER THESE KEY POINTS:
• a multi-channel mix of advertising will typically result in a better turnout
• condensing timeframes generally adds to the urgency of the event substantially
increasing response.
• Anything you can do to heighten scarcity and urgency is likely to produce
more traffic and sales.

And isn’t that about time?
Jim Ackerman
Jim Ackerman is known as The Marketing Coach to the jewelry
industry. The Retail Jeweler readers can get a Marketing Needs
Analysis (a $397.00 value) FREE by sending an email to mail@
ascendmarketing.com. Also check out Jim’s other services, including
a collection of TURNKEY marketing programs,
at www.jewelersmarketinggems.com.

JUST THE RIGHT AMOUNT
You’ve probably noticed at some point when a
product or service is very rare, it doesn’t create a
large market demand. When something becomes
prevalent enough for many people to find interest
in it, or a need for it, demand from a much wider
audience grows.
Is it better to have the only gas station on a corner, or to be
one of several on a busy intersection? Is it more profitable for
a restaurant to be on restaurant row, or to be at a destination
all its own? Why do car dealerships tend to congregate in one
major area, even though they compete with each other? It’s
the same at a shopping mall with many jewelry stores.
The truth is, it takes just the right amount of products or
services to generate interest and demand. In Dubai, there is
a shopping mall with some 250 jewelry stores in one major
destination. Is that too many, or just the right amount?
Man-made diamonds created little interest when they were
very rare and unavailable to the masses. Now that production
has increased significantly, and marketing spend is more
prevalent, demand from more people has risen and the
product is a reality in the marketplace instead of a curiosity.
We were visiting Yellowstone National Park last Fall and
stubbled across a wonderful coffee shop with great coffee
drinks, superb pastries, and a very interesting bookstore. We
spent a lot of time there just hanging out because it was a great
environment to be in to start each morning. The store had a
wonderful selection of books. Not a huge amount, but just
enough to keep our interest and in a wide variety of subjects
we might not encounter even in a large Barnes & Noble.

By Bill Boyajian

This reminded me of what you need in your jewelry store
today. I see stores with showcases so full of stuff that it boggles
my mind. Jewelers don’t realize that they have beautiful new
products next to old styles that simply don’t sell, but they still
keep putting the goods out each morning and putting them
back in the safe each night. What you don’t need is so many
items in your cases that cause customers to be confused, or
simply put off by old products that just don’t sell.
One father and son I know had constant arguments about
how many ring styles and bridal lines they had in inventory.
The father said we need everything out. The son said there
are only a dozen or so actual styles that our bridal customers
really want. Why then clutter up our showcases with things that
simply don’t sell and worse yet, confuse our customers about
what to buy.
The truth is, you don’t need everything you think you need.
But you do need the right jewelry with the right styles and at
the right prices to make everything work. Take a hard look at
your cases this week and ask yourself what products you would
buy and wear from your own store. One owner said it this way.
“I can’t find one piece from my own store that I would want to
wear.” Now that’s a shame.

Bottom line, it’s not how much you have; it’s what
you have and whether that’s what your customer
wants. Think about this the next time you go to
open a new line or add merchandise
to your mix. You the need the right
products, and in just the right amount.
Bill Boyajian
Bill is the former long-time president of the
Gemological Institute of America, and is
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership,
business, and organizational development,
family transition, and succession planning. Bill is
the author of Developing the Mind of a Leader
– Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach
and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.
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DOUBLE YOUR MARKET REACH

IN ONE STROKE
Traditionally, jewelry has been bought by men for women.
But times are changing. Growing trends indicate this tradition
is evolving on both counts. Jewelry is being bought more
and more by women self-purchasers. And jewelry is being
increasingly worn by men as well as women. The trend of
“unisex” jewelry, especially simple pieces which are gender
neutral and can be worn alone or layered by men as well as
women is growing, part of a general societal morphing of
gender roles. These roles are becoming less rigid, a trend
also seen in the rising popularity of
gender-neutral clothing. Millennials,
Gen Y and younger generations
especially are not locked into the rigid
prescriptions of gender boundaries
assumed by earlier generations.
What does this mean to you? Men
comprise roughly half the population,
but traditionally are only a small
portion of end users of jewelry sales.
If you can open your market and sell
jewelry to be worn by men as well
as women, you can substantially
increase your market reach.

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN DO:
1. Think outside traditional boundaries. Don’t assume rings,
pendants, bracelets are only suitable for women. Change
your thinking. Assume your potential customers are men as
well as women, not just for watches, wedding bands, and
cuff links, but for most jewelry.
2. 
Add inventory that is simple, basic and gender neutral,
which would appeal to both men and women, such as simple
chains and pendants, bangle, chain or bead bracelets, band
and gemstone rings, and earrings (single earrings or pairs,
such as hoops or posts).
3. 
Provide options that would make pieces more widely
attractive to both men and women. For example, for a
simple gemstone pendant, provide the option of a leather
or fabric cord rather than a traditional chain.
4. Change your merchandising and marketing. Display items
in more gender neutral settings that would appeal to both
men and women. Simple, natural settings are best, rather
ones that are overly feminine or masculine.
5. When you show items to clients, present them as “unisex”
or “gender neutral,” “suitable for men or women.” Often
customers just want to be reassured that what they’re
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By Mia Katrin

attracted to is appropriate. Let them know that boundaries
have become less rigid, and that many men are buying
and wearing jewelry such as bracelets and pendants. You
can let customers know that other men have bought and
are wearing the pieces you are showing. Ask men, “Would
you wear this?” to get a feel for what men are comfortable
wearing. When men are letting you know they would be
comfortable wearing a piece, you can share that feedback
with other customers,
6. Men don’t in general read fashion magazines as much as
women, but they do look at Instagram. Instagram is filled
with pictures of celebrities, including male actors, musicians,
etc. wearing jewelry. Brad Pitt designs and wears all kinds
of jewelry, rings, necklaces, bracelets. Have some of these
pictures in your store available to show on your phone,
computer, or print outs.
7. Promote the possibility of sales of matching or coordinating
jewelry for men and women. Prince Harry, Duke of Sussex,
who is known for wearing layered bracelets including bead
and metal bracelets, presented a bracelet matching a
favorite bead bracelet of his as a present to his wife Meghan
so they could share a favorite piece.
8. For women customers, suggest the possibilities of gifts to men.
9. 
Especially promote gender neutral jewelry to younger
clientele who are naturally less restricted in their perceptions
about what’s appropriate for men and women.
10. 
At least one major US wedding band manufacturer no
longer describes their different styles as “men’s bands” or
“women’s bands.” It’s too much of a mine field with changing
gender perceptions and roles. They just offer the different
styles in different sizes that would fit both women and men.
It’s been suggested all jewelry may eventually be unisex or
gender neutral. Open your thinking to new possibilities and
take the appropriate steps to capitalize on the increased sales
and market reach this growing trend offers.

Mia Katrin
MIA Katrin is an award-winning jewelry designer and
creative force behind Jewel Couture LLC. A leading
industry voice on style and design and frequently is
an invited speaker at trade events. Before becoming
a jewelry designer MIA was a Philosophy Professor,
specializing in Aesthetics. Mia can be reached at
info@jeweljewel.com.

By Jackie LeBental

Shades of Green

Everyone has a favorite color gemstone. You know the one you drool over when you are
shopping at a jewelry store, surfing social media and or walking a tradeshow. It’s that one
beautiful vibrant gemstone piece that calls out your name and must be tried on. One of my
favorite colors in the gemstone world is green and all the shades in-between.

01

02

Aimee Kennedy

Just Jules

This Canadian born creative soul produces delicate but
powerful bespoke and fine jewelry pieces. There is a strong
juxtaposition with fierce straight lines and soft accent elements
through out her collection. Aimee is dedicated to using 100%
recycled gold with ethically sourced gemstones as well as
Canadian diamonds when ever she can. This custom platinum
ring with Russian emerald and Canadian diamond accents gives
off some superpower
vibes. Price upon request.

I’ve known designer Julie Romanenko for many years. Every
time I see her at a tradeshow, she has something new and super
pretty to show me. Her passion for jewelry design runs deep
and stems from her childhood. You can
quickly see the brilliant blend of antique
details with modern motifs through out
her collection. 14K yellow gold hand
fabricated backwards hoops with 1ct of
Brazilian tourmaline faceted briolettes.

416-988-5426

Retail $1,740. 480-860-6211

03

04

Judi Powers

Pamela Zamore

Since 2013 Judi Powers
has blessed the jewelry
world with her one of a kind
handcrafted sustainable
luxury designs. Drawing from
her life in book publishing,
Judi tells a story with each
piece she creates. Her commitment to using sustainable
metals and ethical gemstones is commendable. This magical
dancing natural green tourmaline crystal necklace set in 14K
yellow gold is on my wish list.

Designer Pamela Zamore, launched
her gold collection in 2019. Taking the
jewelry world by storm, her celestial
driven 18K yellow gold collection with
signature sandblast finish is the new
must have. The collection has categories
ranging from medallions to stacking
bands and if you don’t already know this
designer, you should. This 18K yellow
gold emerald and diamond octagon
pendant is a drool worthy piece.

Retail $1,295. 718-571-9049

Retail $5,500. 781-956-4390

05 Atelier Wolff
Every designer has a story of what brought them to jewelry design. Sharona Wolff, designer of Atelier Wolff
had an unplanned cross continental relocation that prompted her passion of jewelry design back to life. She
grew up in the mining industry with her mother as an environmentalist and father who specialized in gold
and base metal exploration. Her collections are inspired by myths, ancient techniques and emotion, all with
incredible detail. These archaeological revival style earring in granulated 22K yellow gold with bezel set
cabochon emeralds and 18K ear wires set with diamonds, fit for a princess.
Retail $11,200. 650-248-3543
16
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06
Halleh Fine Jewelry
Uniquely modern, designer Halleh Amiralai carved out her
design niche in 2006. With collections named Angel and
Supernova, this contemporary designer focuses on creating
feminine and distinct pieces. As soon
as I saw this 18K yellow gold bypass
ring with emerald accents,
I knew it was love at first sight.
Retail $2,750. 646-389-0109

07
Bondeye Jewelry
NYC based designer Jessica Klein designs for women who
have playful yet fashionable style. She mixes 14K gold with
yummy colorful semiprecious and precious gemstones
defining her jewelry aesthetic. Bondeye jewelry is fun, happy
and wearable and I am completely in love with her Donut
Collection. This natural aventurine and
14K yellow gold ring from the Donut
Collection fills your sweet tooth.
Retail $600. 914-924-9145
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Nan Fusco

Andrea Fohrman

I knew I had a strong connection with
designer Nan Fusco the minute we started
talking years ago. Not only do we share
the love of jewelry but we also share a
birthday. Meticulously handcrafted, Nan’s
pieces tie exotic gemstones with flowing
metal elements for a modern chic look.
This one of a kind saturn chalcedony
drop earring with micro pave and faceted
tourmalines wrapped in 14K white gold,
are next level gorgeous.

Designer and natural beauty Andrea
Fohrman keeps us on our cosmic
toes with her dreamy pieces. Her
collections are filled with celestial
and earthly elements creating jewelry
magic. Incredible little details are
positioned in each piece showing
off her signature style. This rainbow
malachite shooting star necklace accented with rosecut
diamond pave set in 14K yellow gold and oxidized silver, is my
malachite dream necklace come true. Price upon request.

Retail $5,400. 949-281-7400

818-208-9304

10
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Zoë Chicco

Jacquie Aiche

Famously known for her trendsetting
style, Zoë Chicco has developed a fan
base comprised of jewelry junkies and I
am one of them. You can totally catch me
browsing her website eyeing which piece
I want next. Highly educated and skilled
in the world of design, she continuously
creates the new essentials. Of course this 14K yellow gold
single emerald choker pendant is the perfect never take off
necklace. Retail $475. 213-489-1226

Filled with incredible soulful intentions, the lover of good
vibes only Jacquie Aiche designs with rich spiritually and
powerful intentions. Her heavenly style awakens the jewelry
gods and gives us pieces filled with energy and spirit.
Everyone needs a signet ring and this sideways green
marquise tourmaline set in
14K yellow gold gives off all
kinds of happy vibes.
Retail $1,350.
310-550-7529 ext 100

Jackie LeBental
Jackie LeBental an industry expert and owner of Barri Luxury Consulting, provides designer brands and retailers with personalized business solutions and
extensive industry guidance. With over 10 years of sales management, growth driven results and passion for creative thinking she offers a fresh and honest
approach to your business model. To contact Jackie for questions or a business analysis you can email her at Jackie@barri.onmicrosoft.com and follow her on
Instagram at Barriluxco.
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SPECIAL VERSION

SURVIVING COVID-19
HEALTHY WORKPLACES, REDUCED STAFFS, INFORMED CUSTOMERS
Special version of syndicated material for Retail Jeweler: March 18, 2020
Jewelers face daunting operational challenges as the rapid
spread of Covid-19 causes employees to call in sick and
customer counts to dwindle. Store owners can reduce workplace
disruptions with measures such as revisiting sick leave policies
and allowing some employees to work from home.
“The most important thing is to have a plan and communicate
it to employees and customers,” says Brian Baker, Vice
President of Hagerty Consulting, an emergency management
consulting firm based in Evanston, IL (hagertyconsulting.com).
“The plan should answer two questions: What functions does
the organization need to perform to stay in business? And how
can those essential functions continue, given a possible uptick
in employee absenteeism and a decrease in the customer
base?” Any plan, though, must begin with the maintenance of
a virus-free environment.

By Phillip M. Perry

“An employer’s general duty is to maintain the health and safety
of the workplace,” says Joseph Deng, an employment law
partner at Baker & McKenzie in Los Angeles (bakermckenzie.
com). “A business must be free of hazards that are likely to
cause death or serious physical harm. In light of the virus,
employers should pay close attention to what the national,
state and local authorities are advising.”
At the national level, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) continually updates a website (cdc.gov) with
advice about how to reduce the chances of infection. State and
local authorities may also provide information on their own
websites. “Advice at the local level is especially important,”
says Deng. “It will be directly related to what’s happening
with the virus in the area where a business is located—just as
a recommended response to a hurricane will depend on the
proximity of the storm to a business.”

CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
Much of the guidance from all levels deals with the proper sanitation of the work environment. “The most significant thing businesses
can do is make sure employees engage in proper hygiene practices,” says Susan Gross Sholinsky, Vice Chair of the Employment,
Labor & Workforce Management practice of Epstein, Becker Green in New York (ebglaw.com). “They should keep their premises
clean, disinfecting doorknobs, elevator buttons, and community equipment such as printers, and commonly used kitchen items such
as refrigerator handles.”

Employers are also taking the following steps:

Allowing teleworking
for those employees
able to perform their
duties from home.

Replacing travel
with audio
and video
conferencing.

Limiting the number
of workplace visits
from third parties
such as clients and
vendors.

Establishing flexible
work hours for
employees who
must stay at home at
certain times to care
for family members.

Sharing best
practices with other
businesses in the
region and with the
local chamber of
commerce.

Informing
customers of
the business’s
practices regarding
workplace
cleanliness.

SICK WORKERS
Any employee who comes down with symptoms of the virus (fever, coughing, and shortness of breath) should
be required to remain at home. Afflicted individuals should avoid going directly to the hospital or doctor’s office,
instead calling their healthcare provider, or the state or local health department, for advice on what to do next.
A business may need to change its traditional paid sick leave policies in light of the coronavirus. “Sometimes a liberal sick leave policy
is tough for employers,” says Baker. “But it is much better to lose a portion of your workforce than to lose all of them.”
Any policy must conform to federal, state and local laws. Those sick for an extended period of time because of Covid-19 may be
entitled to short term disability. On occasion it is not the employee who becomes sick, but a child, parent, or a loved one. Or a
child must stay home because of the closing of a school or day care center. Or an employee may express fear about using public
transportation to commute to work. In all such cases employers must decide whether to grant paid sick leave.
18
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Continued to Pg 61

“I Do” ….
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BUSINESS !
By Gloria Maccaroni

The total number of weddings in 2019 reached 2.2 million. This number is up slightly from 2018.

The opportunity for sales extends well beyond engagement and wedding rings.
Wedding surveys may vary slightly on the numbers, but all the surveys, whether it be The Knot, Brides American Wedding Study or
The Wedding Report, say that couples are looking for ways to reflect their personal style on their big day.

Only silver offers the perfect white metal options and price points to
personalize each bridal accessory and every wedding party gift.
Weddings aren’t cheap. In the U.S., weddings cost an average of $33,900 in 2019, including all the expenses related to the
engagement ring, ceremony and reception, according to the latest Real Weddings study from The Knot.
A majority of couples (69%) think budgeting is one of the most important elements when planning a wedding. It is second only
to the guest experience, the study finds. With the average couple covering nearly half of their wedding costs, they’re much more
likely to prioritize and allocate budget to wedding details they find to be the most important while saving money on the rest.
Deciding on which components to have, is a highly personal decision. A foodie couple may prioritize unique experiential catering
options, while a music-oriented couple may splurge on a well-known DJ or standout band.

More than 50% of people who married in the past 10 years agree that spending on the rings,
the bride’s dress, the wedding cake and photography were worth the money.
On the other hand, 49% of those polled said wedding planners weren’t worth the cost, followed by 37% who said videography
and 36% who said wedding favors.
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LET’S ADD UP THE POTENTIAL:
Where They Shop:
While consumers enjoy shopping online for clothes, food and home goods, The Knots Study shows that to-be-weds prefer a
brick-and-mortar experience when it comes to wedding rings. Seventy percent of respondents reported going to a store to
buy their engagement rings. Forty percent of those shoppers said they opted for a local/independent retailer, while 30 percent
reported going to a national/regional jewelry chain.

The Engagement Ring:
The national average cost of an engagement ring in 2019 is $5,900, although one in three proposers spend between
$1,000–$4,000.
About 90% of proposals exchange one ring, while 7% of couples report exchanging two rings and 4% don’t exchange rings
at all. When it comes to those who exchange rings, here are the stats:
• More than 85% purchase new rings for the occasion, with 45% being custom designed.
• For the proposer, style/setting was the most important feature when selecting a ring, followed by price then quality.
• For the proposee, style/setting also came first, followed by cut/shape then type of stone.
• Other than diamonds, the most popular stones were moissanite (which has nearly doubled in popularity since 2017) at
19%, sapphire at 18% and morganite at 12%.
• More than half of respondents picked white gold for their setting, followed by rose gold (14 %), platinum (13%), yellow
gold (13 %) and sterling silver (7 %).

The most popular setting material:
With 74% of settings being in white metal –
sterling silver jewelry offers the best options to
customize the brides’ and bridal parties’ look.

Sterling
silver
7%
Yellow gold
13%
Platinum
13%

White gold
54%

Rose gold
14%

Lika Behar Collection
Sterling, 24k with diamond
“Stockholm” ring $370
Likabehar.com
201-933-7200#1

Gabriel & Co
Silver & white sapphire
infinity ring $165
gabrielny.com
212-519-1400
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Wedding Rings
Tradition has it that the “bride” (with or without help from her family) buys “the groom’s” wedding ring and the bride buys her own.
Today, though, who buys the wedding rings is really up to the couple. Some couples split the cost of their wedding rings.
The Knot 2019 Jewelry and Engagement Study found that 35 percent of the brides’ wedding rings were purchased at
the same store as their engagement ring.
In fact, 30 percent of both partners’ wedding rings were bought where they purchased the engagement ring. This makes it
easier for their rings to coordinate. This is an area to target for growth when the soon to be engaged couple come looking for
engagement rings.
You should show the matching and/or coordinating wedding rings that are available but also the coordinating silver jewelry
that will accessorize on their special day. You may want to offer a special price for the purchase of a “wedding jewelry
wardrobe” and – “ask the bride to (discreetly) show you a photo of her dress and her bridal party dresses.
The average cost for a man’s wedding ring is $510 and the majority are made of Tungsten (23%) followed by white gold (21%).
The average cost of a ladies wedding ring is $1,100 and the majority are made of white gold (52%) followed by rose gold (15%).

Accessories for the Bride:
The bride spends between $300 - $1000 on other jewelry items to accessorize her wedding day look.
Although the average spent by the bride for the perfect accessories varies greatly - on jewelry alone estimates are from $300 $1,000, there is one thing in common: the bride wants to make a personal statement, to create a look that is uniquely hers.
According to the Wedding Report spending for other wedding jewelry in 2018—bracelets (average of $174), earrings ($151)
and necklaces ($199). These are ideal price points for silver jewelry and thus a perfect sales opportunity for retail jewelers.
Silver is the perfect accessory for brides• Silver offers a variety of style options to personalize their look
• Silver it is the white metal that goes with 74% of the engagement ring settings
• Silver fits their budget,
• Silver is a precious metal
• Silver is a lasting keepsake.
What the bride buys to finish her look:
69% - purchase earrings
37% - select bracelets
35% - choose a necklace or pendant
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Keith Jack

Hope Faith Miracles

sterling and 10k with cubic
zirconia drop earrings.
$319
keithjack.com
604-971-4367

silver earrings $75
hopefaithmiracles.com
843-298-0764

Belle Cavo
Beaded bezel set simulated diamond
cable cuff bracelet in silver $79.95
kellywaters.com 800-647-7017

Belle Etoile
Fontaine sterling earrings
white stones pave-set $175
belleetoilejewelry.com
877-838-6728

Martha Seely
Sterling earrings,
freshwater pearls, white
zircon $595.
marthaseely.com
617-899-2162

E.L Design
Sterling with hidden
“heart” bangle $336
eldesigns.com
800-828-1122

Michou

Adel Chefridi

Sterling silver & gold
vermeil pendant with
pearl, quartz, topaz $234
michoujewelry.com
530-525-3320

Silver, sapphire, satin finish
bracelet $675
chefridi.com
845-684-5185

Lika Behar Collection
Silver & 22k “DYLAN” necklace $550
Likabehar.com
201-933-7200 #1
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The Groom
Grooms choose to break with tradition, with 53 percent choosing to wear a suit to the wedding rather than a tuxedo. Perhaps
it’s because 57% of grooms choose to buy their formal wear instead of renting them, groom attire spending is also up: $602
average in 2018 versus $328 in 2017.Whether wearing a suit or a tux, the groom also buys jewelry to complete his look. On
average he spends a little over $400!
What he buys:
27% select cufflinks
22% buy watches

Samuel B
Sterling cufflinks $129
samuelb.com
516-466-1827

Phillip Gavriel
Sterling & 18 k Italian cable $295
phillipgavriel.com 800-622-0960

Kir
Sterling reptile textured curb chain
bracelet in sterling silver $495
Kircollection.com 303-530-1268

The Bridal Party
Although there have been many wedding trends that have changed over the past
years, one thing that has remained constant is the average number in the bridal
party. Brides love celebrating with their favorite ladies - 85 percent of brides have
a bridal party. Brides usually pop the bridesmaid question to 5 bridesmaids, while
there are 5 groomsmen in the average wedding party.
Suggest that the bride invite her bridal party to your store and offer a
“wedding jewelry style consultation”. Open a bottle of champagne and make
it a fun activity. It also makes for great social media posts and great PR for
your store.
One thing that has changed is the way of dressing the bridal party. Today
there are options for bridesmaids’ dresses that offer mix and match options - in
complementary colors, prints and necklines. This allows the bride to display the
personalities of their friends instead of putting them in a pastel uniform.
When the betrothed couple visit to select their wedding rings, suggest bridal
party gifts that can be personalized for each member of the group. You have
gained their trust; build upon it by suggesting timeless, classic styles in silver
to suit each personality.
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Adel Chefridi
Sterling, blue sapphire,
satin finish, 16-18”
pendant $140
chefridi.com
845-684-5185

Joryel Vera Limited
edition sterling pendant
with 12 mm South Sea
Pearls $675
joryelverawholesale.com
561-508-2945

Gabriel & Co Silver “steel my
heart” initial bangle $100
gabrielny.com 212-519-1400

Martha Seely
Sterling, black onyx and
pink tourmaline $540
marthaseely.com
617-899-2162

With $110 being the average spent on a gift for bridesmaid
and $160 the average for a gift for the groomsman, what else
other than sterling silver can provide a precious gift that can be
cherished for years to come?
Amanda loves blue, Chole’s birthstone is amethyst and Mike
does not own a pair of cufflinks, the possibilities
are endless …

Rembrandt Charms
One-of-a-kind personalized gift
for your bridesmaid $137
rembrandtcharms.com 800-828-7840

Frederic Duclos Sterling Celtic
swirl cuff $340 fredericduclos.com
714-898-3636

Kelim Sterling large dot hoop $95
kelimjewelry.com 301-448-7373

Groomsmen:
Samuel B
Silver & 18K byzantine
bracelet $579
samuelb.com 516-466-1826
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Gift for the Parents
According to the Wedding Wire the average couple pays approximately 45% of the wedding cost, with parents & family
footing the remaining bill. This is all the more reason why the couple usually buys something special for parents to thank them
for their support. With silver the options are unlimited.

Kelim
925 sterling triple
leaf necklace $400
kelimjewelry.com
301-448-7367

Belle Etoile
Silver Lunetta pendant
$85
belleetoilejewelry.com
877-838-6728

Something Borrowed Something Blue, Something from me to you
It is common for the bride and groom to purchase a gift for each
other to give on their big day. By watching their responses to other
selections, you should be able to quietly suggest the “perfect gift” for
each other.

Michou
Sterling Silver & gold vermeil
earring with pearl, quartz, topaz
$177.michoujewelry.com
530-525-3320

Kir Silver, moonstone
& lapis necklace $220
kircollection.com
303-530-1268

Keith Jack Oxidized sterling silver,
10k, 22k unisex double frame
Reversible Locket $385
keithjack.com 604-971-4367

Phillip Gavriel
Sterling &18k gold
blue topaz earrings $275
phillipgavriel.com
800-622-0960
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Frederic Duclos
Sterling, blue
topaz double helix
earrings $173
fredericduclos.com
714-898-3636

Happy Anniversary
Yes, opportunity awaits! Send a reminder to the groom a month in advance and a happy anniversary card to the couple and you
might have customers for life!
From the engagement to the 50th wedding anniversary – bridal and wedding sales add up to sales opportunities and
return customers. Add up the potential.

Hope Faith Miracles
Sterling band ring $150
hopefaithmiracles.com
843-298-0764
hopefaithmiracles.com
843.298.0764

Bella Cavo
Silver, simulated diamond cable
cuff bracelet $109.95
kellywaters.com 800-647-7017

Rembrandt Charms
“Our Story” in silver charms $398
rembrandtcharms.com
800-828-7840

Joryel Vera
“How sweet is your love”
sterling pendant with
24 Swarovski crystals $195
joryelverawholesale.com
561-508-2945

E. L. Designs
Sterling and diamond signature bracelet $2220
eldesigns.com 800-828-1122

References used in the article:
The Knot’s 13th Annual Real Weddings Study with responses
from nearly 27,000 couples married in 2019. Brides American
Wedding Study, and the Wedding Wire.

Gloria Maccaroni
Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry in
major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com
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PROMOTION OR CAMPAIGN?
What is an advertising campaign, and what is a promotion? Which
is better for what and when should you use which and how?
Whew, that’s a mind-blowing collection of questions, but the
answers can spell the difference between short and long-term
success in your business… or failure.
To put it simply, promotions are short-term marketing ploys
that either have a self-liquidating element or a jeweler-imposed
“fuse” on them… either way, a deadline.
Mother’s Day, Christmas, Valentine’s Day; all self-liquidating.
The day comes and it goes. When it’s gone, your related
promotions come to a natural end.
Your annual inventory reduction sale, Easter-egg promotion,
Ladies or Men’s nights… they all also come to an end, but you
get to impose the deadline. When they’re done, they’re done,
at least until next year.
Campaigns, on the other hand, have the potential to last, well,
forever! How many years has Toyota been “going places”,
the Geico Gecko been spinning his yarns and the Budweiser
Clydesdales been gracing everything from TV ads to product
packaging?
Same is true in jewelry. If you can come up with a powerful
bridal campaign, for example, it should be evergreen. Why?
Because people come into and out of the market and they’re
only paying attention for the period that they’re in. Once they
get engaged, they’re out of the market for years at least, and
perhaps forever. But they get replaced by the next happy
couple, just coming into the market. People are always getting
married, so your campaign has the potential to last as long as
the institution of marriage does.
The Gateway To Forever™ program at JewelersMarketingGems.
com, for example, helps jewelers joint venture with large
numbers of wedding service vendors to secure customers for
all; the jeweler being the lynchpin or “gateway” to the rest of
the industry.
The offers made in that program are highly appealing to aboutto-be-engaged couples at any time of year, any year anybody
is ready to pop the question. And it circumvents the internet,
the chain stores and any other kind of competition.
So, you see, a sustainable campaign may never wear out and
can provide you with literally decades of reliable, predictable
sales, month in and month out. The same ads may work for
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By Jim Ackerman

years with no changes in headlines and copy, and the graphic
look changing only enough to keep the ads appearing current
and fresh.
Given that, you may ask, why would I ever bother with
promotions? Simple. Because not everything lends itself to
forever marketing. Events are events, and while some come
and go – trunk shows for example – some come and return,
like holidays.
When advertising events, it’s a good idea to condense the
timeframe of the event. Almost all jewelers will find that a
month-long event is actually likely to produce no more sales
than a 2-day event. Often less.
The secret to making events or promotions work is urgency.
The whole point is to play on the limitation of time and/or
supply to “stress” the prospect into making a decision.
I chose that word stress purposely. If people don’t feel a sense
of urgency; if they don’t feel they’re about to lose out on a rare
opportunity, they get very lackadaisical about taking action. A little
“positive stress” in this regard can really make all the difference.
When you strictly limit supply, time or access,
you dramatically boost response.
Of course, there may be times to hold a month-long sale. The
Christmas holiday season for example. On the other hand, you
may find it more profitable to hold 3 weekend extravaganzas
in December, than to simply have one sale that lasts the whole
month long.
Bottom line, your best bet is to combine promotions and
campaigns. Skillfully enlisting tested and tracked advertising
to both marketing strategies can increase store traffic, bring in
more new customers and keep them coming
back more often, for years to come.
Build both promotions and campaigns into
your mix and watch the sales pour in.
Jim Ackerman
Jim Ackerman is known at The Marketing Coach
to the jewelry industry and has addressed jewelry
retailers at the nation’s biggest marketing
events, including JA New York, JCK, The Atlanta
Jewelry Show and others. Jim Ackerman also
provides jewelers with a strategic look at their
marketing, through his well-known Marketing
Fitness Check-up, which he is providing to Retail
Jeweler readers FREE (A $397.00 value). Go to
https://ekk89994.infusionsoft.com/app/form/mfc to initiate the process.

PROTECTING

JEWELRY SHOWCASE DISPLAYS
By David Sexton

In the fast-paced changing world that retail jewelers find
themselves today there is a growing and unique opportunity
all retail jewelers share. This opportunity involves creating their
own one-of-a-kind retail customer experience in their stores.

Adequately protecting the store’s merchandise display
showcases can be a challenge for every retail jeweler, especially
given the nature of their merchandise, valuables displayed,
and other unique circumstances of their given retail situation.

Sometimes retail jewelers do not always fully appreciate what
this opportunity can mean for them, their associates and their
business.

Keeping track and securing all showcase keys and fobs is
critical

The only thing holding them back, besides the associated costs
involved, is their imagination when answering this key question:

How do I cost-effectively create and
sustain a secure retail environment
that can deliver the singular customer
experience that will bring even more
customers into my store?
The realization of this special opportunity requires jewelers
to identify their specific resources and talent to successfully
convey their brand when “retailing” their story.
It will also demand that jewelers fully understand the potential
exposures to loss that could place their business in jeopardy,
or worse, out of business entirely.
This retail jeweler and consumer experience are partially
conveyed through the visual language of the store design and
how it ‘speaks’ to every individual entering the store.
For retail jewelers, many factors play into the design and layout
of the store. For instance, the merchandise display showcases
are an indispensable element of the design as much as the
products in their showcases. The layout and security of what’s in
the display also reflect the management of the store and should
remain consistent with the brand messaging of the store.
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Today’s retail jewelry showcases can incorporate much higher
levels of impact-resistant glazing materials like UL Listed
Burglary Resistant Glazing Material (BRGM) that do not distort
or compromise the integrity of the color of the merchandise
displayed.
Some jewelry stores are currently piloting jewelry showcases
featuring much higher levels of impact-resistance that feature
laminated assemblies of glazing material which are not UL
Listed, but also do not compromise the integrity of the color
of merchandise displayed.
Whether these enhanced levels of glazing materials are UL
Listed or not, the merchandise display showcase itself in
which these enhanced glazing materials are installed must, at
a minimum, provide an impact-resistance commensurate with
that of the glazing material. If these materials do not provide
what is needed, the fixture will fail, and the glazing material
will be removed while under attack.
These higher levels of impact-resistant glazing materials
must also be installed according to the glazing materials
manufacturer’s installation instructions or this material may not
perform as intended when under attack.
These physically-enhanced merchandise showcase displays
have successfully thwarted smash, grab and run attacks in
jewelry stores. Some retail jewelers, however, have reservations
concerning these enhanced displays citing a potential increase

in violence which could occur when a smash, grab and run
attacker encounters this enhanced resistance.
Jewelers have experimented with attaching impact-resisting
films to enhance the attack resistance of their showcase
displays. The performance of some of these films over time
has been negatively affected by the heat generated in the
showcase lighting. In some applications, the film must be
wrapped around the edge of the showcase glass and requires
the showcase be dismantled to comply with the product
manufacturer’s installation instructions.
Jewelers have installed showcase security systems in their
merchandise displays to assure associates do not leave a
showcase key in a showcase lock or to let associates know
whenever a showcase is left unlocked/ unattended.
Over the last several years, security companies specializing in
retail jewelry security have worked to enhance, perfect and
brand these showcase systems. As a result, these systems have
become quite sophisticated in utilizing the latest technologies.

SOME GREAT EXAMPLES INCLUDE:
• DGA GemControl (utilizing the latest in IP-based technology)
https://www.dga.com/business-security
• Senseon Access Control (utilizing RFID technology)
https://www.senseon.com/
Looking for more loss prevention and security information?
Keep your entire staff up-to-date on all things security by having
them enroll in JM University®. Jewelers Mutual policyholders
receive free access to the online learning platform and can
register for an account at JMUniversity.com.

David Sexton
David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company.
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual
is the only nsurance company in the U.S. and
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.
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Bellarri New Collection
Bellarri, reknown for their exquisite colored stone jewelry,
introduced new style in the Cove Collection.
The magnificent bangle features beautiful color gemstones,
channel set and graduated in a perfect harmony of color.
14kt rose gold with diamond accents. Style #: B981PG14/M,
MSRP: $7,310. The feaured ring from the collection boasts
exquisite channel setting and perfect graduation of genuine
London blue topaz to Swiss blue topaz set 14kt rose gold, with
diamond accents. Style #: R9459PG14/BT, MSRP: $3,190.
For more information call Bellarri at 800-255-0192

Jewelers can see how their own store performance compares
by ordering the 2019 Retail Jewelers Benchmarking Study at
www.jewelers.org/benchmarking or by contacting Jewelers of
America’s Member Services department at 800-223-0673 or
members@jewelers.org. An electronic version of the Study is
available for $295.
The 2019 Retail Jewelers Benchmarking Study was graciously
sponsored by De Beers Group, Jewelers Mutual Group and
Synchrony.

Stuller New Inhouse Training Dates
Stuller has rescheduled the March and April training at its
global headquarters in Lafayette, Louisiana.
Bench Jeweler Workshop® which was set for March 27 and 28
has been rescheduled to October 2 and 3, 2020.

JA & JBT Release Retail Jewelers Benchmarking
Study
JA and JBT have released the 2019 Retail Jewelers Benchmarking
Study, a financial benchmarking tool. The data, based on 2018
financial information, was collected from retail jewelers across
the United States using an online survey platform powered by
Dynamic Benchmarking.
The survey was sent to retail jewelers in a variety of operational
capacities ranging from independents to companies with
multiple locations. The survey included 350 questions
spanning six different areas of the participants’ businesses
including: Sales details per store, merchandise and services,
operation and staffing, ecommerce and social media, budget
and expenses, key performance indicators per square foot and
per full-time employees.
“Benchmarking is a vital business tool. We were thrilled to
work with Jewelers of America to bring back a comprehensive
survey that focuses exclusively on retail jewelers,” says Erich
Jacobs, JBT President.
Retail jewelers can use the data from to measure how their
store’s profitability, productivity and financial performance
compares to industry averages. They can also identify strengths
and weaknesses and make informed decisions to improve
profitability.
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Alternative Bridge dates for 2020 will be as follows:
• July 12-14, 2020
• September 20-22, 2020
• October 11-13, 2020
“This decision was not easy, nor taken lightly,” says Danny
Clark, president. “This is something we felt we had to do to
ensure the health, safety and well-being of our associates and
our customers.”
Stuller’s events team will be reaching out directly to all attendees
of these upcoming events in the coming days, but we are also
encouraging all customers to please contact the team at 800877-7777, extension 2481 if there are any additional questions
or concerns about this announcement.
For more information and updates visit the Stuller Events Page
at www.stuller.com/events.

Unique As you Can Be
Lau International’s approach to the classic initial charm necklace
allows you to customize you client’s necklace with 2, 3 , 4 or 5
charms crafted in 14K gold with diamonds..
Follow Lau International
on Instagram :
@lau.international
For more information
call Ines Santos at
800-626-3221 Ext: 31
Continued to Pg 58

THE SILVER STORY 2019 EDITION
The Silver Promotion Service (SPS) has been the marketing arm of the Silver Institute for 12 years. As good marketers, SPS has
sponsored a marketing survey every year that answers the key question every organization needs to know: How are we doing!
The survey for 2019 was completed recently, and the results are presented here for your consideration and action.

KEY POINTS REPORTED ARE:
59% of jewelry retailers reported silver sales increases in 2019.

Of the 59% reporting an increase in their silver business 41% increased their business up to 25%.
L ikely, the most important factor to consider for retail jewelers is the fact that silver jewelry provides
the best maintained margins of merchandise category. The competitive categories are Diamond jewelry,
Bridal jewelry, Gold and Platinum jewelry.
Additionally, Silver’s inventory turn is number one compared with these other product categories.
The silver customer is a key demographic (female self- purchaser) for jewelers with 78% of them between
20 and 50.
Finally, 54% of the jewelers reported they increased their silver inventory commitment in 2019.
And virtually all (over 90%) of the stores surveyed stated they expect the “silver boom to continue”!

All the data supports the notion that stocking and promoting silver jewelry is a smart profit, merchandising and, sales strategy. The
fact that the customer for silver jewelry is predominantly a younger female and a self-purchaser adds to the import of the report!
It is no accident that silver purchasers buy silver for Bridal Party gifts. A key reason for this is the price, design, and weight of silver
jewelry compared with gold. Jewelers have come to recognize that silver success is a function of profitability and, profitability
depends on inventory turn. Inventory turn is a function of the selling price of silver jewelry.

HERE ARE SOME KEY SUPPORTING QUOTES FROM JEWELERS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE SURVEY:
“We are becoming known for unique silver pieces. It’s a growing trend in our business.”
“Brings in a lot of foot traffic.”
“It is a great selling point especially with what’s going on with gold prices.”
“We carry five designer lines. Many customers comment positively that they love the designs. It is so different from other stores.”
“There is still strong demand for silver jewelry. It is fashionable and affordable.”
“At 20% of our total sales, silver is an important category and, since sales trends indicate continuing growth, we will focus
more on this product category.”
You can’t make up comments like these. They are true and from the mind and hearts of jewelry retailers in every
part of the country.Join these winners and watch your customer base react and your silver sales and margins grow!
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Silver Stacks up
above the rest
2019 retail survey reports 11 th consecutive
year of silver jewelry sales growth *

59%

55%

of retailers said
their silver jewelry
sales increased
in 2019

of retailers said silver
experienced the best
inventory turnover
rate in 2019

54%

91%

of retailers said
silver had the best
maintained margins
during the 2019
Holiday Season

54%

of retailers said
they increased
their silver jewelry
inventory in 2019

of retailers said
they are optimistic
that silver jewelry
sales will continue
to grow.

*2019 INSTORE Retail Survey

www.savorsilver.com

Grading Report
Gemological Science International (GSI), one of the largest
gemological organizations in the world, announced it will start
offering its new LGX Complete™ for lab grown diamonds that
do not have any post growth treatments or enhancements.
The LGX Complete™ is the most comprehensive grading report
available on the market today for lab-grown diamonds. The new
GSI report will include if the lab-grown diamond was produced
by HPHT (High Pressure High Temperature) or CVD (Chemical
Vapor Deposition) process and if it’s “As Grown,” which is a
commonly used term in the industry for lab-grown diamonds
that do not have any post growth treatments or enhancements.
GSI is the only major laboratory to issue grading reports for
lab grown diamonds with these disclosures. As lab-grown
diamonds become more accepted by consumers it’s important
that all relevant information be in place in order to maintain
consumer confidence in our industry.
“Consumer confidence is key and consumers want more
information and complete transparency about the natural
and lab-grown diamonds they are buying, “said Debbie Azar
President and Co- Founder of GSI.
GSI is a world leader in gemological services, with 13
gemological laboratories across four continents, combining
state-of-the-art technology with the highest ethical standards.

Quatro SPU JR Standard & Superflow
Gesswein offers the redesigned SPU JR Series units have 50%
more suction power, 50% more storage capacity and a 30%
larger HEPA filter to capture more precious metal dust and
keep your shop cleaner! The SPU JR units use a progressive
filtration system to capture all your precious metal dust, not
just a portion of it. Recover more metal for refining and help
keep your workspace cleaner and healthier than ever before.
Two models are available, the Standard and the Superflow.
The SPU JR Standard includes:
• High-capacity containment/capture with a progressive dualstage filtration system utilizing three sealable filter bags
for maximum return on refining and a HEPA filter which
captures as small as 0.3 micron
• LED illuminated containment hood with 2X magnifier which
fully encloses work area, capturing precious metal dust/
compounds
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•2
 -speed (1725/3450rpm), 1/2 HP, CoolBlue single-spindle
polishing motor (tapered spindle included)
• Integrated countertop, 32” (813mm) high
 ne-year manufacturer’s warranty
•O
•T
 he SPU JR Superflow
includes: (same as Standard
model plus)
• Intelligent controller: variable
speed, visual/audio alerts and
over-pressure protection
•H
 igh pressure continuous
duty, brushless 1-1/2 HP
suction motor
•B
 uilt-in ASV (auto start/stop
valves) to start/stop the collector
from inside the ClearView to
maximize debris collection and
boost efficiency
•B
 uilt-in silencer for noise suppression
For more information contact Gesswein at 203-366-5400 or
visit www.gesswein.com

Hope Faith Miracles’ New Concentric Circles
Collection
Hope Faith Miracles has launched its newest collection
Concentric Circles. The designs fit well in the spiritual aspect
of the brand and the belief that all is interconnected.
“Concentric rings are among the most complex symbols in
native ways of knowing because they represent relationships
between all symbols in the system as well as all processes.”
It is possible to capture the meaning of concentric circles in the
following: think of the raindrop hitting the surface of a pond or
lake. When the drop touches the surface, its impact upon the
surface ripples out in the form of concentric rings. Also, the
Russian Matryoshka Dolls where the dolls are within the dolls.
The layers of meaning and relationship increase and become
more encompassing with each new layer of doll.”
For more information
contact Faith, Hope,
Miracles at
843-298-0764
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SURVIVING COVID-1
PROTECT PRIVACY
When collecting medical information about
sick employees, employers must follow
federal, state and local privacy laws. “You
need to balance the important information
needed about someone’s health in light of Covid-19 concerns
against the individual’s right to privacy regarding their personal
medical situation,” says Sholinsky.
Bear in mind that under the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), employers are generally not allowed to make disability
related inquiries about preexisting health conditions or other
private medical information. The law also prohibits giving a
medical exam. “It’s allowable to ask employees if they have a
cough or fever, or shortness of breath,” says Deng. “But you
may have issues under the ADA, or under state laws, if you
take their temperature or do any other screening that might be
construed as a medical exam.”
Information about actions taken with sick employees should
be shared only on a need-to-know basis, says Sholinsky. “If

you send someone home with symptoms, the only people who
should know about it are those individuals who have come into
direct contact with the person.”

AVOID DISCRIMINATION
In carrying out the policies and procedures
described in this article, businesses must
avoid any actions that are discriminatory,
consciously or otherwise. “Although it is
okay to ask employees if they have traveled recently to high
risk locations, and to tell them to self-quarantine for a twoweek period, you have to apply the policy without reference to
race, ethnicity or national origin,” says Deng.
The need to avoid discrimination speaks to a practical issue:
The novel coronavirus causing Covid-19 can strike any
individual regardless of background. “Just because people are
of a certain race or national origin does not mean they have
a higher chance of infection with the virus,” says Sholinsky.
“Companies should be careful not make such assumptions.” TRJ
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